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"Active citizenry by university faculty leads to the enhancement of community services and opportunities. Everyone, including students benefit from community partnerships."

The academic knowledge, organizational skills and personal interests of a university's faculty can serve not only her/his department but also the community-at-large. Most intellectuals have interests in numerous areas in addition to their field of study. These interests spill over into a myriad of activities that impact the community and can serve to enhance town and gown relations. Efficient and long-lasting models for organizations, services and activities can be structured by the collaborative efforts of university faculty and staff and other local citizens.

Faculty and staff involvement in the community builds bridges. The partnerships can be short-term, long-term, or occur on an ad hoc basis. Active citizenry by university faculty leads to the enhancement of community services and opportunities. Everyone, including students benefit from community partnerships.

People think that the responsibility of working in the community should fall on the shoulders of the university's senior administration. Partly true but, the work of the senior administration only paints a portion of the partnership with community picture. Several faculty work in their communities as paid consultants. Although sometimes quite lucrative, this is not the only way in which a member of the university community can impact the local community. It is not just the responsibility of the paid consultant or the upper administration to work in the local public sector. Members of the faculty and staff live in a community and work at a university, therefore participation in the development of the community is important to one's quality of life.

Service versus commitment to the community and working towards common goals:
Faculty are expected to perform service to their field, the university and the community. Does this mean that active involvement in the community by a faculty member should only be done to complete their service requirement for the tenure and promotion process? Is service conducted in the community valued by the university? How does a junior faculty member determine the best projects in which to invest their time? Is there a
particular rank at which a faculty member should begin working in the community? How
does someone new to a particular community get involved? And what behooves a staff
member to develop a partnership with the community? One important tip: the work
should truly interest the faculty or staff member and they should share a common goal
with others involved in the project.

The service activities of two faculty members in different fields:
Two faculty members from different colleges in a large university (enrollment 27,000
students) will share information on their work in the community. Issues addressed will
include: how they got started, how they balance the work in the community with their
university responsibilities, how and if they tie the community-based work to their work at
the university, and how the community involvement has enriched their lives.

The interests of arts faculty will certainly include their art form, but could also include
education, culture, history, youth, technology and other art forms. Over a period of nine
years in one community, a faculty member has worked with at least six community
organizations. The work has included serving on the board of directors, chairing
committees and serving in a variety of other capacities. The organizations and projects
include the public schools, the Civic Black Theatre, Education for the Arts, the
Department of Recreation, Leisure and Cultural Studies, the Black Arts and Cultural
Center and the area arts council.

Over the past five years another tenured track faculty member who has worked with a
number of community service organizations on a local and national level. However, her
most rewarding work has been her stewardship with the American Red Cross where she
has taken on several roles. As an American Red Cross Disaster Mental Health
Technician, this faculty member has been out on three disaster assignments, North
Dakota Floods, Maine Ice Storms and Corpus Christi Hurricane. As an American Red
Cross Disaster Aviation Team Member this faculty member has played a key role in
developing the Disaster Response Plan for a local Red Cross Chapter. In addition to
membership on the Red Cross Diversity Committee this faculty member is actively
involved in the recruitment of other volunteers. It can be said that Blacks (African-
American) have always shared in the humanitarian work of the American Red Cross
from the early days of Clara Barton to the Persian War and beyond. One faculty
member tells why the American Red Cross was chosen to perform
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